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If You Could See Me Now
Izzy's Grandma and Her Secrets Box
Here are two friends - Izzy and Lizzy - who go on many adventures in hopes of understanding the world. Along the way,
they meet new friends who are quite different than they are, explore different cities, and most importantly teach us about
loving one another! Join them in their very first adventure where Izzy teaches Lizzy a lesson while being blindfolded. His
hope is to teach others especially Lizzy that we must appreciate what we have.

School Spirits
Junior high school girls, meet your new BFF! Izzy Kline faces all the drama of middle school with total honesty and deep
heart. Hiding out in the girls' bathroom . . . FaceTiming one friend while group chatting two others . . . Forced to ballroom
dance with a boy for a social studies unit . . . There is a LOT going on in middle school. New experiences and shifting
dynamics are around every turn. And it's not just her friends--Izzy's family is shifting as well. It's anxiety-inducing but also
thrilling as Izzy learns to stake her claim. For fans of Fish in a Tree and verse novels like Brown Girl Dreaming, Beth Ain's
books perfectly capture the drama of adolescence with a ton of light humor and deep heart.

The Cure for Cold Feet
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Fans of Rachel Hawkins' Hex Hall series will shriek with joy over this dark spin-off adventure full of humor, magic, and
snark! Fifteen-year-old Izzy Brannick was trained to fight monsters. For centuries, her family has hunted magical creatures.
But when Izzy's older sister vanishes without a trace while on a job, Izzy's mom decides they need to take a break. Izzy and
her mom move to a new town, but they soon discover it's not as normal as it appears. A series of hauntings has been
plaguing the local high school, and Izzy is determined to investigate. But assuming the guise of an average teenager is
easier said than done. For a tough girl who's always been on her own, it's strange to suddenly make friends and maybe
even have a crush. Can Izzy trust her new friends to help find the secret behind the hauntings before more people get hurt?
Rachel Hawkins brings the same delightful wit and charm captured in her New York Times best-selling Hex Hall series. Get
ready for more magic, mystery and romance!

The Charming Life of Izzy Malone
Meet Izzy Gizmo – a fabulously feisty new character from Pip Jones (Squishy McFluff; Daddy's Sandwich) brought brilliantly
to life with exuberant and detailed illustrations from the best-selling illustrator of TheDetective Dog, Sara Ogilvie. Izzy
Gizmo, a girl who LOVED to invent, carried her tool bag wherever she went in case she discovered a thing to be mended, or
a gadget to tweak to make to make it more splendid. Izabelle Gizmo just loves to invent, but her inventions never seem to
work the way she wants them to. And that makes her really CROSS! When she finds a crow with a broken wing she just has
to help. But will she be able to put her frustrations to one side and help her new friend to fly again? Shortlisted for the
Sainsbury’s Children’s Book Prize 2017, this empowering book is perfect for fans of Rosie Revere, Engineer, Fantastically
Great Women Who Changed the World and Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls. ‘If you’re looking for a new book with a
determined, strong female role model then this is for you’ Being a Mummy blog ‘This was such a fun book. We need more
books with girl inventors!’ Twirling Book Princess blog ‘This exuberantly riotous story… blends the fun of rhyme with the
touching friendship between a charismatic crow and a never-say-die young inventor’Lancashire Evening Post ‘A lovely story
of ingenuity and determination’ Parents in Touch ‘I doubt many will fail to fall for Izzy and her mechanical mind. Pip Jones’
rhyming narrative is a cracker to read aloud and Sara Ogilvie’s imagination must be almost as fertile as young Izzy’s… A
real riot.’ Red Reading Hub blog ‘Jones’s loping, engaging rhymes and Ogilvie’s vivacious images evoke both inspiration and
frustration’ The Guardian

VideoHound's Golden Movie Retriever 1996
In this contemporary YA for fans of Becky Albertalli, one girl decides it's time to be really be herself--but will that cost her
the best friend who once meant everything to her? Ever since her mom died and her family moved to a new town four years
ago, sixteen-year-old Vetty Lake has hidden her heart. She'd rather keep secrets than risk getting hurt--even if that means
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not telling anyone that she's pretty sure she's bisexual. But this summer, everything could change. Vetty and her family are
moving back to her old neighborhood, right across the street from her childhood best friend Pez. Next to Pez, she always
felt free and fearless. Reconnecting with him could be the link she needs to get back to her old self. Vetty quickly discovers
Pez isn't exactly the boy she once knew. He has a new group of friends, a glamorous sort-of-girlfriend named March, and a
laptop full of secrets. And things get even more complicated when she feels a sudden spark with March. As Vetty navigates
her relationship with Pez and her own shifting feelings, one question looms: Does becoming the girl she longs to be mean
losing the friendship that once was everything to her?

Bowker's Complete Video Directory
A sweet and gentle story about sisters, trust, parrots, disappearing . . . and doing the right thing. Eight-year-old Izzy is more
curious, playful and clumsy than her serious, grown-up sister Carrie. In fact Izzy is much more like Gran, an eccentric
scientist who has a house full of weird and wonderful pets. But when one of Gran's experiments backfires, Izzy discovers
that she has the ability to become invisible! That is, unless Perky the parrot is perched on her shoulder, or she has one of
his feathers safely stowed in her pocket. Yikes! While Gran searches for an antidote, Izzy explores her invisibility - to her
and Perky's amusement - but Mum, Dad and Carrie aren't impressed. Can Izzy prove that she is using her invisibility to help
those around her, and regain her sister's trust?

All the Invisible Things
Harper's Weekly
In Naked Lunch, William S. Burroughs revealed his genius. In The Soft Machine he begins an adventure that will take us
even further into the dark recesses of his imagination, a region where nothing is sacred, nothing taboo. Continuing his
ferocious verbal assault on hatred, hype, poverty, war, bureaucracy, and addiction in all its forms, Burroughs gives us a
surreal space odyssey through the wounded galaxies in a book only he could create.

The Symptoms of My Insanity
Izzy Malone is challenged to participate in unconventional manners-themed exercises after being enrolled in a home-study
etiquette school. Each time she performs one of the assigned tasks, she will earn a charm for a charm bracelet. But when a
task goes seriously wrong, can Izzy find some friends to help her make things right?
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Invisible Boys
Bitingly funny and shockingly relevant, The Exact Opposite of Okay is a bold, brave, and necessary read for fans of Louise
O'Neill and Jennifer Mathieu. Eighteen-year-old Izzy O’Neill knows exactly who she is—a loyal friend, an aspiring comedian,
and a person who believes that milk shakes and Reese’s peanut butter cups are major food groups. But after she’s caught
in a compromising position with the son of a politician, it seems like everyone around her is eager to give her a new label:
slut. Izzy is certain that the whole thing will blow over and she can get back to worrying about how she doesn’t reciprocate
her best friend Danny’s feelings for her and wondering how she is ever going to find a way out of their small town. Only it
doesn’t. And while she’s used to laughing her way out of any situation, as she finds herself first the center of high school
gossip and then in the middle of a national scandal, it's hard even for her to find humor in the situation. Izzy may be
determined not to let anyone else define who she is, but that proves easier said than done when it seems like everyone has
something to say about her.

Videohound's Golden Movie Retriever, 1997
IT IS THE summer of 1938 when young Paul Moreaux discovers he can “fade.” First bewildered, then thrilled with the power
of invisibility, Paul experiments. But his “gift” soon shows him shocking secrets and drives him toward a chilling act.
“Imagine what might happen if Holden Caufield stepped into H. G. Wells’ The Invisible Man, and you’ll have an idea how
good Fade is. . . . I was absolutely riveted.”—Stephen King

Moon Dog
Another spot-on story of middle school drama and friendship from Terri Libenson, national bestselling author of graphic
novel favorites Invisible Emmie and Positively Izzy. Friends. Frenemies. Middle school The last day of seventh grade has
Jaime and Maya wondering who their real friends are. Jaime knows something is off with her friend group. They’ve started to
exclude her and make fun of the way she dresses and the things she likes. At least she can count on her BFF, Maya, to have
her back . . . right? Maya feels more and more annoyed with Jaime, who seems babyish compared to the other girls in their
popular group. It’s like she has nothing in common with Jai anymore. Are their days as BFFs numbered . . . ? Perfect for fans
of Raina Telgemeier and Jennifer L. Holm. Plus don't miss Terri Libenson's Becoming Brianna!

The Saturday Evening Post
Marcus and Delilah couldn't be more different. He is as big as she is tiny. As angry and lost as she is tremendous and brave.
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But they share a dream: to own a dog of their own. So when a mystery pup turns up in the empty house next door, Marcus
can't believe his luck. He visits him every night and names him Moon Dog. But it's soon clear that Moon Dog is in danger,
and when Marcus and Delilah discover a dark secret it will test their bravery and their friendship. Can they work together to
save their dream dog? A heart-warming story from the much-loved author of A Room Full of Chocolate.

Summer in the Invisible City
Positively Izzy
Tackling divorce and suicide with a warmth and sensitive humor that refuses to be weighed down, Someone Else's Shoes
chronicles a road trip that unites three young people in search of family and acceptance. Fans of Sharon Draper, Jo Knowles
and Counting by Sevens will be moved by this tale of what brings us together when things fall apart. Twelve-year-old Izzy, a
budding stand-up comic, is already miserable about her father's new marriage and the new baby on the way. Then ten-yearold cousin Oliver and his father, Uncle Henderson, move in with Izzy and her mom because Oliver's mother committed
suicide only a few months ago. And to make matters worse, Ben, the rebellious 16-year-old son of Izzy's mother's boyfriend,
winds up staying with them, too. But when Uncle Henderson--who has been struggling with depression after his wife's
suicide--disappears, Ben, Izzy, and Oliver set aside their differences and hatch a plan to find him. As the threesome travels
in search of Henderson, they find a surrogate family in each other.

The Exact Opposite of Okay
USA Today gave it a 4-star rating, the Houston Chronicle called it "by far the best" and the New York Times says the "Hound
takes the lead in a blaze of supplemental lists". The new 1996 edition of America's favorite guide to movies on video offers
over 22,000 video reviews, including 1,000 new reviews.

Dizzy Izzy
In this heartwarming love story, author Ann E Kutyna presents a collection of beautiful photographs of her dog, Izzy,
throughout his life. Each photo is accompanied by easy-to-read captions offering sweet messages and subtle suggestions
on the commitment required to provide the best experience and care for your family dog. This book will help parents
initiate a conversation with their children on the responsibilities of pet ownership such as cost, care, and maintenance.
Owning a dog should be a thoughtful decision. As you read Izzy, you will find yourself taken by the cuteness and uttering
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"aw" with a huge smile.

Pulled Under
The Breakfast Club meets We Need to Talk About Kevin A lockdown catches five grade 12 students by surprise and throws
them together in the only unlocked room on that empty third floor wing: the boys' washroom. They sit in silence, judging
each other by what they see, by the stories they've heard over the years. Stuck here with them--could anything be worse?
There's Alice: an introverted writer, trapped in the role of big sister to her older autistic brother, Noah. Isabelle: the popular,
high-achieving, student council president, whose greatest performance is her everyday life. Hogan: an ex-football player
with a troubled past and a hopeless future. Xander: that socially awkward guy hiding behind the camera, whose candid
pictures of school life, especially those of Isabelle, have brought him more trouble than answers. Told in five unique voices
through prose, poetry, text messages, journals, and homework assignments, each student reveals pieces of their true story
as they wait for the drill to end. But this modern-day Breakfast Club takes a twist when Isabelle gets a text that changes
everything: NOT A DRILL!! Shooter in the school! Suddenly, the bathroom doesn't seem so safe anymore. Especially when
they learn that one of them knows more about the shooter than they realized

Izzy
On January 8, 2009, Izzy Ezagui--a 19-year-old American who had enlisted in the Israel Defense Forces (IDF)--lost his arm in
a mortar attack on the border of the Gaza Strip. In this stirring memoir, full of chutzpahand dark humor, Izzy recounts his
tortuous trek through rehabilitation to re-enlistment as a squad commander in the IDF. He became the only one-armed
Special Forces sharpshooter. This isn't a typical war chronicle. Izzy eschews macho bluster, steering clear of the usual hero
tropes of most war memoirists. He wrote this book for his fellow millennials. Not necessarily those with military ambitions,
but for everyone facing life's daily battles. His message is simple- if a self-described "nerd" and "one-armed basket case"
like him can accomplish what he set his mind to, then anyone can become a hero in his or her own life. Growing up in a
religious household in Miami, his early life, plagued by self-doubt, family drama, and girl troubles, culminated in a lifechanging terrorist attack he and his family barely escaped when he was thirteen. His search for direction eventually led him
to that explosion on the Gaza border, changing his life forever. In the midst of disaster, he discovered a deep well at his
core, from which he could draw strength. Through his motivational speeches across the world, he encourages people to
seek their own power, and to face whatever adversity life throws at them. Combining refreshing candor with selfdeprecating wit, Izzy's story will provoke readers to live up to their aspirations despite seemingly impossible odds.

The Soft Machine
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"Sadie has always idealized her absentee dad and the popular girls in her school, but as she grows her photography skills
and develops a crush on a guarded boy, she starts to see things as they really are"--

Disarmed
Welcome to the world of Izzy Bear and her Friends! One morning Izzy Bear woke up and ran outside to play with her friend
Duck, along the way to meet their friends down by the lake they realize that Izzy Bear has lost something very valuable- her
shadow. Have your children read along to meet all the lovely and lively characters in this soon to be cherished family
favorite! See how all of Izzy Bears friends try to lend their shadows so she is not so upset by losing it and not having hers. In
the end they not only learn about how to be a good friend, but also how we are all unique and need to cast our own
individual shadow in life. Izzy Bear's Mom let's them know that no matter what we must be who we are as individuals or it
just does not fit "right" for us!

How Izzy Bear Found Her Shadow
""

Invisible Emmie
When you're a hypochondriac, there are a million different things that could be wrong with you, but for Izzy, focusing on
what could be wrong might be keeping her from dealing with what's really wrong.

First There Was Forever
The Mustard Seeds
An emotional tale of identity, sexuality and suicide derived from personal experience about three teenage boys who
struggle to come to terms with their homosexuality in a small Western Australian town. On the surface, nerd Zeke, punk
Charlie and footy wannabe Hammer look like they have nothing in common. But scratch that surface and you'd find three
boys in the throes of coming to terms with their homosexuality in a town where it is invisible. Invisible Boys is a raw,
confronting YA novel that explores the complexities and trauma of rural gay identity with painful honesty, devastating
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consequences and, ultimately, hope.

Izzy Gizmo
The Growing Up Book for Boys explains the facts behind the growth spurts, body changes and mood swings of adolescence
for boys aged 9-14 on the autism spectrum. The pre-teen and teenage years are a confusing time when bodies start acting
with a will of their own, friendships change and crushes start to develop. Using direct literal language and cool colour
illustrations, this book tells boys all they need to know about growing hair in new places, shaving, wet dreams and
unexpected erections. It's full of great advice on what makes a real friend, how to keep spots away, and how to stay safe
online. Most importantly, it explains that every body is amazing and unique and encourages young boys with autism to
celebrate difference!

Someone Else's Shoes
Izzy the ice-cream truck is doing everything he can think of to make himself dizzy, but nothing seems to be working as well
as he’d like. Among other attempts, Izzy goes through the car wash, gets covered in suds, and spins himself in circles. In all
his efforts, he gets in a tizzy, feels whizzy and fizzy…but is Izzy ever dizzy? Young readers will love this tongue-twisting,
rhyming text—and many of the words in the book can be found on road signs, making it easy and fun for kids to apply their
knowledge!

The Invisible Man's Socks
Prepare to be terrified by the exhibits at the Museum of Little Horrors. But make sure you heed the warning: DO NOT
TOUCH! For ignoring these instructions can only lead to trouble. Monstrously terrible trouble . . . But Mr. Ellis's class don't
take instructions as seriously as they should and, after running riot in the museum, the pupils aren't quite feeling
themselves. Ashwin is a little sharper of tooth, Michael's a little less visible, even Mr. Ellis seems a little bit hairier and,
altogether, they're just a little bit scarier. Will Mr. Ellis and his fiendish class find a way of lifting the evil curse and learn
their lesson?

Film Composers Guide
New York Times bestseller! Terri Libenson returns with another endearing, relatable story of friendship and finding
confidence. Perfect for fans of Raina Telgemeier and Jennifer L. Holm. Middle school is full of challenges. Everyone knows
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how much brainy Bri likes the spotlight (not). So why did she ever agree to something that forces her to learn a new
language, give a speech, help organize a party, and juggle drama at school and home?! As the big event inches closer, Bri
wonders if it’s all worth it. . . . Told in alternating past and present chapters, Bri’s heartwarming story unfolds over the eight
months leading up to her bat mitzvah—as well as over the course of the big day itself. Plus don't miss Terri Libenson's
Invisible Emmie, Positively Izzy, and Just Jaime!

Just Jaime
A sparkling story where the new arrival in the district causes intrigue! What magical secrets will Izzy share from her
mysterious antique chest passed on to her by her Grandma? The beautiful box and big locked book travel on a special
pathway through time. It has a mission and Izzy must ensure that the trust placed in her is rewarded. Fascinating dreams
are building up her jigsaw puzzle! Everyone realizes her Grandma influences her greatly. What will she be like when she
arrives on Sunday? Will she be weird and whacky like some expect? Izzy inspires others by her imaginative ideas as
meaningful and mystical marvels are revealed from her secrets box!

The Boy who Grew Flowers
The Mustards Seeds is a collection of short stories based on well known bible stories but taken from unique perspectives;
like Judas’ narcissistic attitude as he recounts his valued role in Christ’s ministry and Peter’s consuming fear and doubt as
he sinks needlessly into the stormy sea. John has added a fun and modern element to these ancient narratives while
working hard to capture the real life feelings and emotions behind these people’s experiences. Perhaps you will find new
insight and relevance to God’s word as you experience it anew through the minds and hearts of the Mustard Seeds.

Has Anyone Seen Jessica Jenkins?
"A romance blooms between surfer girl Izzy and city boy Ben in a small island town as the two try to figure out if their love
affair is more than a summer fling"--

Becoming Brianna
Shunned at school because he sprouts flowers every full moon, Rink Bowagon makes a special pair of shoes for a classmate
who is able to appreciate his unique abilities.
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Shooter
Perfect for fans of Raina Telgemeier and Jennifer L. Holm, Invisible Emmie is a humorous and surprising debut graphic novel
by Terri Libenson, creator of the internationally syndicated, Reuben Award-winning comic strip The Pajama Diaries. This is
the story of two totally different girls— quiet, shy, artistic Emmie popular, outgoing, athletic Katie —and how their lives
unexpectedly intersect one day, when an embarrassing note falls into the wrong hands. . . . All the crushes, humiliations,
boredom, and drama of middle school are compressed into one surprising day in this extraordinary novel. Plus don't miss
Terri Libenson's Positively Izzy, Just Jaime, and Becoming Brianna!

The Adventures of Izzy and Lizzy
Bang Bang
Stickup kid (n.): an urban gunslinger who preys on other criminals, often stealing already stolen property, using violence
and intimidation. Izzy picks a bad time to have a conscience crisis. As a stick up kid in New York's underworld, he has a
good thing going--robbing the worst drug lords in the city and leaving no witnesses behind. It is a game of high risk and
high reward. There is just one problem: Izzy is in his thirties now, and for good reason, there is no such thing as a stickup
man. When a job gets botched, leaving Izzy's psychotic partner guilty of yet another homicide, Izzy knows what he is
supposed to do--kill the remaining witness or be killed himself. But a bystander named Eva seems different from others he
has done before. Is she the exception to Izzy's number one rule? Izzy has never jacked himself into a problem he could not
jack himself out of. But that was before. Now, on the unforgiving streets of New York City--where the skyline stretches out
like a graveyard--there is a war on and there is no room for mistakes. His ex-partner is hellbent on revenge and is no longer
acting alone. And as bodies start to fall around Izzy, he is left to take on both his enemies and his inner demons face first in
a battle that has no questions, no conversation. Just bang bang. In this explosive debut, Theo Gangi redefines the crime
thriller, delivering a pulse-pounding, white-knuckle ride through gritty back rooms, where justice is sealed with gunfire, no
one can be trusted, and being innocent can get you killed. "Theo Gangi is a superb craftsman. His work displays diverse
characters and wonderful dialogue that would make Elmore Leonard stand up and applaud. He is new talent that has finally
arrived." --Eric Jerome Dickey, New York Times bestseller author "Theo Gangi portrays the people of the criminal world not
only in a way that brings them to vivid life, but life felt at the extreme, out where suffering, pity, even tenderness and love
have their own stark reality." --David Plante, author of Age of Terror "Theo Gangi's first novel Bang Bang is a classic
extreme thriller, with some surprising literary subtleties, and a level of Escherian interlocking that would make Tarantino's
head spin." --Madison Smartt Bell, of All Soul's Rising, a National Book Award finalist "Gritty and gripping, full of tense
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moments and sharp prose, Bang Bang is a debut worthy of attention. With the ear of a poet, the insight of a psychologist,
and the attitude of a true New Yorker, Theo Gangi brings empathy and pathos to every gangsterfied page." --Adam
Mansbach, author of Angry Black White Boy Theo Gangi attended Goucher College, and is a recent graduate of Columbia's
MFA writing program. His writing has appeared in The Greensboro Review and The Columbia Spectator. A New York native,
he now lives in Harlem.

Fade
Manifesting an ability to become invisible, Jessica, along with her best friend Izzy, organizes a band of fellow students who
also demonstrate supernatural abilities only to be targeted by an unscrupulous adult.

Izzy the Invisible
The alternative life raft in a sea of similarity, VideoHound competes on content, categories, and indexing, but the dramatic
difference is the attitude. Irreverent, slightly tongue-in-cheek, the Hound never takes himself too seriously. The 1997
edition, fully expanded and updated with 1,000 new entries, provides information and opinions on 22,000-plus videos--more
than any other guide on the market--including documentaties, made-for-TV movies, and animated features. Includes Web
site entertainment directory.

The Growing Up Book for Boys
Award-winning comics creator and author of the bestselling Invisible Emmie Terri Libenson returns with a companion
graphic novel that captures the drama, angst, and humor of middle-school life. Perfect for fans of Raina Telgemeier, Jennifer
Holm, and Victoria Jamieson. Middle school is all about labels. Izzy is the dreamer. There’s nothing Izzy loves more than
acting in skits and making up funny stories. The downside? She can never quite focus enough to get her schoolwork done.
Bri is the brain. But she wants people to see there’s more to her than just a report card full of As. At the same time, she
wishes her mom would accept her the way she is and stop bugging her to “break out of her shell” and join drama club. The
girls’ lives converge in unexpected ways on the day of a school talent show, which turns out to be even more dramatic than
either Bri or Izzy could have imagined. Plus don't miss Terri Libenson's Invisible Emmie, Just Jaime, and Becoming Brianna!
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